Products for scientific research
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
BACKPLANES
ENCLOSURES
ROTARY SWITCHES
CABINETS
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What do racing sports and research have in
common?
Racing sports offer the perfect environment for the automotive industry
to test technical developments and push their limits. The same also
goes for embedded computing. Technological progress emerges in
the border area of technical possibilities. And this is exactly where
scientific experiments, above all in particle physics, take our computing
systems on a regular basis. But our engineers not only know how to
test but also how to push limits time and again. It is fair to say that
research is or formula 1. We are ready to give everything, or, to put it
another way, we are prepared to realize your project.
On the following pages you will find more information about what
products Elma offers for research & science as well as for related areas
such as medical technology, measurement and control. In case our
product range does yet not completely fulfill your wishes we would be
pleased to adjust the decisive points to your specific needs.
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ELMA. EMBEDDED WHERE QUALITY IS IMPERATIVE

Scientific research means working at the edge
of what is possible. Our engineers know the
edge. And they know how to drive the systems
past that point. We are ready for the next
project.
We are ready for your project.
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ELMA AT A GLANCE

Quality

from the first

screw

to the

application-ready system
At Elma, customization is the standard. With an extensive offering of modular standard
products as a foundation, we are able to leverage existing solutions and proven design
concepts to meet any custom application. This approach ensures that Elma provides
quality, compliant solutions with significantly reduced lead time, cost and risk.
Combined with our integration capability for both embedded systems and
switches, we provide a single solution to your outsourcing needs. Allow
us to take your latest product from prototype to production quickly,
cost effectively and safe.

Elma has been a leader in design innovation for over 50
years. We use advanced design software and equipment
to perfect your design. We can utilize our pool of experienced
designers and engineers from facilities all over the world. The result
is a superb design solution built to your specifications in a timely and costefficient manner. From base components to fully integrated computing systems,
Elma can be your solution partner every step of the way. With production
and assembly facilities worldwide, we can meet nearly any need – whether
prototypes or high volumes, quick-turn deliveries, or highly complex custom designs.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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READY TO FACE CHALLENGES
Research projects are highly demanding in terms of finding both
performance and reliability. Elma accepts this challenge. As a pioneer
of the MicroTCA.0-based MicroTCA.4 specification, Elma offers
standard systems for physics applications that can handle even extreme
peak loads. The experience gained from projects that take technology
to the limit of what is feasible also provides Elma with valuable insights
for optimising technologies for other fields of applications. Progress is
never about just a single discipline. This is why every Elma basic system,
as well as the ‘MicroTCA for Physics’ system, was developed by Elma’s
engineers with great passion.

Our Customers
Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN)
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)
Diamond light source
European Spallation Source (ESS)
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab)

Technologies

Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI)

For projects in the field of research we offer several technologies
which can be selected depending on the concrete application area.
Within high-speed technology, we offer MicroTCA.4, AdvancedTCA
and CompactPCI Serial. For projects without extraordinary computing
performance, VME64x and CompactPCI are the first choice. Elma
integrates these technologies into every form factor required. From
small form factor over test- and laboratory systems that fit easily on a
bench top, over eFrames up to classic 19-inch racks for cabinets; every
installation size is possible.

Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT)
Kernforschungszentrum Jülich
Max-Planck-Institute
National Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC)
Paul-Scherrer-Institut

Services
Elma provides reliable support throughout all project stages. Once
we have received your inquiry we start to collaborate actively for the
success of your project. Our experts evaluate feasibility of your project
and help submitting you a cost-effective offer. And we also keep in
mind application area and conditions of use. Our vast experience is
the best guarantee of success.
Our wide range of standard products surely offers one or the other
product that already fulfils a large part of your requirements. For the
remaining needs we offer customer-specific adjustment. But we also
would be pleased to design a complete new system based on your
specific needs. And last but not least, our system integration experts
offer you a perfectly prepared system which can be put into operation
immediately.
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Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL)
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THE CHALLENGES AT A GLANCE
Working with many customers from all over the world for many years, we have identified a distinct profile of requirements that most of the projects in
the Scientific Research industry have in common.

Computing power

Open standards

Computing power is probably the most important feature. The amount
of data collected in scientific research are extremely high and demand
precise timing.

Research requires open standards to keep the barrier for collaboration
and external contributions as low as possible.

Clocking
Special clocking features guarantee precise timing and exact time
stamps. There are required either to launch single events at a certain
time or to see when exactly signals where received.

Quality
The Elma engineers set a high value on best product quality. It is our
claim that in the decisive moment our products work right as planned.

Networking
Networking features help with synchronizing networks, collecting data
and remotely access units.

Remote access
The bigger an installation is, the more complex is it to maintain. The
opportunity to do as much as possible via remote access saves time
and money. Elma products are prepared for that.

Easy maintenance
Rear I/Os provide easy access to the components and to the cabling.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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PEAK TECHNOLOGIES MICROTCA.4
MICROTCA.4 CRATES
Specification MicroTCA.4
TABLETOP CRATE - 7U, 51 HP, SIX SLOTS

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Tabletop Crate, conform to specification MicroTCA.4, R1.0
6 single/double mid-size AMC slots and 6 double mid-size RTM
slots
High-speed backplane connections, supporting up to 12 Gbp/s
Supports one MCH double modules - full size
Cooling Unit with IPMI support, eight fans (air flow from bottom to
top)
Switched GbE on Ports 0 and 1
Switched Fat Pipe
Direct S-ATA / SAS connections
Direct connections in Ports 12 to 15
Optional connections on ports 17 to 20 to MCH

DIMENSIONS

Height

7U

Width

51 HP

Depth

375 mm

19" CRATE - 9U, 84 HP, 12 SLOTS

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

DIMENSIONS

Height

9U

Width

84 HP

Depth

400 mm

SPECIAL FEATURE
DESY LLRF backplane
The new LLRF backplane from Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)
provides parallel connection of the signals between the Rear Transition
Modules. Elma offers this upgrade perfectly integrated upon request.
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19“ Crate, conform to specification MicroTCA.4, R1.0
12 double mid-size AMC slots, and 12 double mid-size RTM slots
High-speed backplane connections, supporting up to 12 Gbp/s
Supports up to two MCH double modules - full size
Cooling Unit with IPMI support, Fixed fans (air flow from front/
bottom to rear/top)
Switched GbE on Ports 0 and 1
Switched Fat Pipe
Optional up to four Power Modules
Direct S-ATA / SAS connections
Direct connections in Ports 12 to 15
Optional connections on ports 17 to 20 to MCH
Optional up to four Power Module

ELMA.COM

PEAK TECHNOLOGIES MICROTCA.4
MICROTCA.4 CARRIER HUB
Specifications MicroTCA.4
CARRIER HUB

EXTENDER CARD

The main functions of the MicroTCA Carrier Hub (MCH) include
IPMI controlled power management, Electronic keying, Hot-swap of
Advanced Mezzanine Cards (AMC), Micro Rear Transition Modules
(uRTM), Cooling Units (CU) and Power Modules (PM). The MCH from
Elma supports up to 12 AMCs, 12 uRTMs , 2 CUs and 4 PMs. It is
compliant to the MicroTCA specifications MCTA.0, MTCA.1, MCTA.4.
The front panel provides various connectivity options: 2 Gigabit Ethernet
links, connected to the on-board Fabric A switch, a 10/100 Mbs port
for management, an USB mini type B connector for the serial Command
Line Interface. The management port supports DHCP, RMCP, Telnet,
HTTP and SNMP. The MCH runs proprietary IPMI software and thus
can be easily customized for nonstandard MicroTCA solutions. The base
board of the MCH has a flexible architecture that allows mezzanine
add-ons like Telecom and PCIe Fabric Clock Distribution Module and
PCIe Switch Module.

››
››
››
››
››
››

PCIe 3rd Generation
Designed for usage with an RTM
x16 fibre optic uplink
x16 links to RTM
x4 fat pipes to all 12 slots
Precise timing / synchronisation

››

Easy signal access to the front and to the AMC module from
outside of the chassis
Voltage and current measurement of mangement and payload
power
Test points for soldering additional cables to measure all AMC
signals
Test points for JTAG interface
NAMC-EXT-PS: additional 3.3V on-board power supply (PS)
allows standalone mode of an AMC module (only 12 V required)

››
››
››
››
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PEAK TECHNOLOGIES MICROTCA
ACCESSORIES

LOADBOARDS - FRONT AND REAR

››
››
››
››
››

MICROTCA POWER MODULE

››
››
››
››
››
››

MICROTCA POWER MODULE

››
››
››
››

››

MICROTCA POWER MODULE

››
››
››
››
››
››
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Load can be adjusted by switch at front side
Level from 0 to 90 W in steps of 10 W
Payload power and management power can be measured at front
plate
On board microcontroller to communicate with MCH, Load
Boards will be detected as AMC
Serial interface to display the temperature of the 8 on board
temperature sensors

600 W output power via 16 channels of 12 V at 7.6 A; 16
channels of 3.3 V at 150 mA
Hot swappable N+1 output redundancy
Monitors and reports power system status and conditions of
operation
Manages and isolates faults that affect the power system
Provides protection against overload, short circuit, over voltage,
and over temperature
Provides power necessary for MCH and CU system elements on
system bring-up

1000 W low noise power supply according to MicroTCA.4
standard
Wide range AC input 90 - 264 VAC / 50 - 60 Hz
Integrated MTCA.4 Digital Power Controller
16 channels 12V DC, up to 8.4A each (payload power), max
1000 W total and 16 channels 3.3V DC, up to 0.2 A (management power)
Double height - double width MTCA size

600 W output power via 16 channels of 12 V at 7.6 A; 16
channels of 3.3 V at 150 mA
Hot swappable N+1 output redundancy
Monitors and reports power system status and conditions of
operation
Manages and isolates faults that affect the power system
Provides protection against overload, short circuit, over voltage,
and over temperature
Provides power necessary for MCH and CU system elements on
system bring-up

PEAK TECHNOLOGIES COMPACTPCI SERIAL

ELMA.COM

COMPACTPCI SERIAL SYSTEM PLATFORMS
Specification CPCI-S.0
COMPACTPCI SERIAL 19"

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

CompactPCI Serial System Platform
Advanced EMC shielded
9 slots: 1 x CPCI-S.0 System Slot (CPU) and 8 x CPCI-S.0
Peripheral Slots
High-speed connectors, supporting data transfer rates of up to 12
Gb/s for all nine slots
Full Mesh Topology for ETHERNET, Single Star Topology for Serial
Interfaces such as PCI Express, SATA, USB2 + USB3
System Management interface on the backplane
Fixed fans (air flow from bottom to top)
Card cage front: 160 mm, Card cage rear I/O: 80 mm
ON/OFF switch: front

DIMENSIONS

Height

4U

Width

84 HP

Depth

291 mm

COMPACTPCI SERIAL TABLE-TOP

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

CompactPCI Serial System Platform
Advanced EMC shielded
9 slots: 1 x CPCI-S.0 System Slot (CPU) and 8 x CPCI-S.0
Peripheral Slots
High-speed connectors, supporting data transfer rates of up to 12
Gb/s for all nine slots
Full Mesh Topology for ETHERNET, Single Star Topology for Serial
Interfaces such as PCI Express, SATA, USB2 + USB3
System Management interface on the backplane
Fixed fans (air flow from bottom to top)
Card cage front: 160 mm, Card cage rear I/O: 80 mm

DIMENSIONS

Height

4U

Width

63 HP

Depth

291 mm

COMPACTPCI SERIAL TABLE-TOP

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

CompactPCI Serial System Platform, System slot right
Advanced EMC shielded
5 slots: 1 x CPCI-S.0 System Slot (CPU) and 4 x CPCI-S.0
Peripheral Slots
High-speed connectors, supporting data transfer rates of up to 12
Gb/s for all nine slots
Full Mesh Topology for ETHERNET, Single Star Topology for Serial
Interfaces such as PCI Express, SATA, USB2 + USB3
System Management interface on the backplane
Fixed fans (air flow from bottom to top)
Card cage front: 160 mm, Card cage rear I/O: 80 mm

DIMENSIONS

Height

4U

Width

42 HP

Depth

291 mm

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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PEAK TECHNOLOGIES MICROTCA.0
19" MICROTCA CRATES
Specifications MicroTCA.0
HORIZONTAL, 1 U, 84 HP, SIX SLOTS

DIMENSIONS

Height

1U

Width

84 HP

Depth

402 mm

HORIZONTAL, 2U, 84 HP, 12 SLOTS

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

DIMENSIONS

Height

2U

Width

84 HP

Depth

594 mm

19" Crate, conform to specification MicroTCA.0, R1.0
6 Single mid-size AMC slots
6 uRTM slots
Supports one MCH single modules - full size
Cooling Unit with IPMI support, fixed fans (air flow from side to
side)
Switched GbE on Ports 0 and 1
Switched Fat Pipe
Direct S-ATA / SAS connections
Terminated bussed connections in Ports 17 to 20
Provision for a double/full size AMC slot

19“ Crate, conform to specification MicroTCA.0, R1.0
12 Single mid-size AMC slots
12 uRTM slots
Supports two MCHs single modules - full size
Cooling Unit with IPMI support, fixed fans (air flow from side to
side)
Switched GbE on Ports 0 and 1
Switched Fat Pipe
Direct S-ATA / SAS connections
Terminated bussed connections in Ports 17 to 20

A high-speed radio downlink made by Elma
provides data transfer between the International
Space Station (ISS) and Earth. Located in the
Russian science module, our Air Transport Rack
circles the globe every 90 minutes. So when you
want to see a literally outstanding example of our
capabilities you just need to look up in the sky at
night.
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CONFIRMED TECHNOLOGIES VME/VME64X/CPCI/CPSB
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TYPE 39 STANDARD CHASSIS
Specifications VME, VME64x, CPCI
TYPE 39, HORIZONTAL, 1U, 84 HP

››
››
››
››
››
››
››

1U system platform with 2 slots
Advanced EMC shielded 19“ chassis, powder coated black (RAL
9005)
Card cage front: 160 mm
Card cage rear I/O: 80 mm
ON/OFF switch: front
200 W ATX Power Supply Unit
Fixed fans (air flow free air)

DIMENSIONS

Height

1U

Width

84 HP

Depth

380 mm

TYPE 39 STANDARD CHASSIS
Specifications VME, VME64x, CPCI, CPSB
TYPE 39, HORIZONTAL, 2U, 84 HP

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

2U system platform with 4 slots
Advanced EMC shielded 19“ chassis, powder coated black (RAL
9005)
Card cage front: 160 mm
Card cage rear I/O: 80 mm
ON/OFF switch: front
Up to 500 W Power Supply Unit
Pluggable fan cassette (air flow free air)
Elma Fan Controller (FanCon)

DIMENSIONS

Height

2U

Width

84 HP

Depth

380 mm

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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TYPE 11 STANDARD CHASSIS
Specification AdvancedTCA
HORIZONTAL, 2U, 84 HP

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

DIMENSIONS

Height

2U

Width

84 HP

Depth

400 mm

VERTICAL, 13U, 84 HP

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

DIMENSIONS

14

Height

13U

Width

84 HP

Depth

453 mm

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Advanced EMC shielded 19“ chassis, powder-coated black (RAL
9005)
Horizontal backplane, 2 slots,
Switchless Replicated Mesh topology
System platform for horizontal boards (8 U)
Card cage front: 280 mm
Dual IPM Sentry Shelf Manager slots, IPMB signals radial routed
Integrated Shelf Manager (2nd Shelf Manager optional)
Cooling 200 W per front board
2 pluggable fan trays (air flow from side to side)

Advanced EMC shielded 19“ chassis, powder-coated black (RAL
9005)
Vertical backplane, 14 slots, Dual Star topology
System platform for horizontal boards (8 U)
Card cage front: 280 mm
Dual IPM Sentry Shelf Manager slots, IPMB signals radial routed
Integrated Shelf Manager (2nd Shelf Manager optional)
Cooling 200 W per front board
3 pluggable fan trays with 2x 120 mm, 48 V fans each
2 redundant pluggable Power Entry Modules
Pluggable fan trays (air flow from bottom to top)

ELMA.COM

ACCESSORIES SYSTEM MONITORING
SYSTEM MONITOR - PLUGGABLE OR FIX-MOUNTED

PLUGGABLE

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Voltage monitoring (up to 8 voltages)
Temperature monitoring (up to 6 analogue NTC and 8 digital I2C
LM75 sensors)
Fan monitoring and control (up to 12 fans. Each fan needs a tachometer
output as well as a PWM signal input)
16 digital inputs (5V TTL, two input types: ON-OFF or momentary
switch for push buttons), 16 digital outputs
Generating VME signals (ACFAIL and SYSRESET according to VME
specification ANSI/VITA 1-1994)
LED display support
Serial Over LAN
RS232 and Ethernet interface (supports DHCP, SNMP V1 and
V2c, TFTP, HTTP and Telnet protocols via TCP/IP and UDP)
Configurable via „Elma Config-Tool”

SHELF MANAGER
Specifications IPMI V1.5, PICMG 3.0 R2.0, PICMG 2.9 R1.0
PLUGGABLE

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

ATCA/CPCI Shelf Manager with redundant IPMBs
Compliant to PICMG 2.9 and PICMG 3.0
Web based Graphical User Interface
Sensor Event Log
Monitors up to 12 fans
Six external thermistors for temperature measurements
Eight analog inputs, 16 digital inputs and 16 configurable digital
outputs
External I2C for connecting LCD Display, temperature, humidity
sensors and much more

HALL BOARD

FIX-MOUNTED

››
››
››
››

Monitors up to 4 electrical currents (in a range from 0 to 90 A)
and 4 voltages
Two boards per system platform applicable (together with Elma
SysMon)
Signal transmission via I2C connection
Customized variations (current range / voltage measuring range)
available upon request

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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SIGNAL INTEGRITY STUDIES

Stress tests during the design phase
Our signal integrity analysis and simulation test services guarantee
efficient and cost-effective designs. Our concepts work perfectly, the
first time and every time. We are continually expanding our technical
resources, focussing on the latest high-speed measuring techniques
and software. Simulations anticipate the characteristics of a customerspecific design and prevent ‘trial and error’ tests. This enables
expedited production and guarantees results that at least meet and
probably even exceed specifications.
High speed backplanes are inherently highly developed and
sophisticated. With higher clock speed, PCBs also need cleaner
signal transmission; otherwise system stability would be at stake. This
is where our expertise in signal integrity is called on. One could say
that, greatly simplified, signal integrity studies involve the theory of
high-speed circuits that can send cleaner signals through conductors.
Elma’s creative routing technologies reduce the number of printed
circuit board layers, thereby avoiding the longer stubs that weaken
signal quality. In order to optimise VPX backplanes, we use dielectric
materials such as FR408 or NELCO 4000-13SI. The extremely good
conductive properties of these materials are impressive.
Elma can carry out simulations for any backplane. At the same time,
the geometry of transmitters and receiver cards, as well as the drivers,
are tested according to the customer’s specifications. Our simulation
runs also allow conclusions as to the best de-emphasis of the drivers
and other possible methods of approximation. Elma optimises the
channels for each product in order to limit losses introduced through
the backplane to a minimum while complying with both customer-
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specific and standard specifications. In this way, we have achieved
higher and higher data rates over the years. Our expertise with this
simulation tool is called on whenever the customer requests it.

ELMA SERVICES

ELMA.COM

INTEGRATION EXPERTISE FOR PERFECTLY MATCHED COMPONENTS
Trust and experience is a good combination. Thanks to a team of
highly experienced system integration engineers, Elma can offer fully
integrated and application-ready hard- and software. Elmas integration
services are enabled by best knowledge of markets, purposes and
technology, starting from the single architectures over third-party
components like fans, SBCs, I/O boards and drivers, operating

Our experience
proofs that our standard system platforms can very often
fulfil already 90 % of all required performance features.
Depending on how far we need to go to guarantee the
success of your project, we can either customise existing
products or develop a brand-new system.

systems, specific software and much more.

The system integration process starts long before the actual system
platform exists. As soon as we get your specification and details on
the expected environmental conditions, our experts create a concept
including a risk matrix, plan all required components and consider
possible setups. After that, they start planning the ideal design of
your system platform. These steps are essential for a perfect cooling
concept because only the right decisions guarantee best performance
even at the limit.
When the system is designed, all connections are tested and the OS,
the drivers and the software is installed. Elma can also perform all
required hard- and software tests and goes as far as requested. Every
step is taken in close coordination with the customer.
Thorough system integration goes far beyond the sheer assembling
of the cards and the software installation. The result of our system
integration services is an powerful application-ready product with
perfectly matched components.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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LOCAL SERVICE GLOBAL RESOURCES

ELMA.COM

Headquartered in Wetzikon, Switzerland, Elma Electronic AG is a leader in
servicing the worldwide electronic industry with precision coded switches,
encoders and selector switches as well as electronic packaging solutions.
Founded in 1960, our core competence is the design and manufacturing of switches
for the most demanding applications. Elma's world-renowned quality, reliability and cost
effectiveness have always been the hallmark of our products and services.
We have the ability to respond rapidly, with superior solutions to our various customers'
technical and logistical requirements in Aerospace, Defense, Communications, Security,
Medical, Transportation, Research & Science and Industrial Automation.
We utilize local R & D, production and marketing capabilities in Switzerland, US, Germany, UK, France, Israel, China and Romania and we maintain a worldwide
network of distribution partners in more than 22 countries.
Elma's Six Sigma quality level is reached through continuing improvement and adaptation of
our methods, processes and procedures to meet the demand of our customers' ever changing
requirements.

WHY
CHOOSE
ELMA?
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Product Quality

The world leaders in their respective industries
who set the standards for their markets choose
Elma products for their designs.

Customization

Our proven business model is to perfectly adapt
our products to the customers' exact requirements.

Global Resources

Our local presence on five continents ensures
a close relation in the discourse of engineering,
customization and marketing service.

Track Record

Our long term relationships with industry leading customers have solidified our understanding
of the varied requirements of each marketplace.

ELMA.COM

Elma Electronic GmbH
Stuttgarter Str. 11
D-75179 Pforzheim
Tel. +49 7231 97 34 0
Fax +49 7231 97 34 97
info@elma.de
Elma Electronic AG
Hofstr. 93
Postfach
CH-8620 Wetzikon
Tel. +41 44 933 41 11
Fax +41 44 933 42 15
sales@elma.ch

Elma Electronic
France SA
ZA du Buisson Rond
F-38460 Villemoirieu
Tel. +33 4 37 06 21 10
Fax +33 4 37 06 21 19
sales@elma-electronic.fr
Elma Electronic Inc.
44350 Grimmer Blvd.
USA-Fremont, CA 94538
Tel. +1 510 656-3400
Fax +1 510 656-3783
sales@elma.com

Elma Electronic
Israel Ltd.
34, Modi'in St.
Sgula I.Z., Petach-Tikva, 49271 IL
Tel. +972 3 930 50 25
Fax +972 3 931 31 34
sales@elma.co.il
Elma Electronic UK Ltd.
Solutions House
Fraser Road, Priory Business Park
Bedford, MK44 3BF
Tel. +44 1234 838822
Fax +44 1234 836650
sales@elma-mektron.co.uk

Elma Electronic Technology
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Building#11, No.198
Chang Jian Road
Bao Shan District
Shanghai, 200949, PRC
Tel. +86 21 5866 5908
Fax +86 21 5866 5918
sales@elmachina.com
Elma Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
8 Ubi Road 2
#07-14
Zervex Building
Singapore 408538
Tel. +65 6479 8552
Fax +65 6479 8662
sales.elmaap@elma.com.sg
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